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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we study the integral transforms S and I defined by the relations 
and 
We call these transforms ‘hybrid’ because they involve both the sine and the cosine functions. 
These transforms are related to the R-transform’ introduced by Sneddon (see [l, p. 72]), which 
is defined by the relation 
FR(X) = Rf = 
s 
Oc f(c) (<cos<x + csinJx) d<. (3) 
0 
They may also be derived from a generalized version of Fourier-integral theorem given by Majhi 
and Jena [2]. To the best of our knowledge, the properties of these transforms have not been 
studied in any detail. Our interest in these transforms stems from the potential applications to 
mixed boundary value problems for a quarter plane such as those discussed by Aggarwal and 
Nasim [3]. Since 
ccosEx - Esincx 
J(r2 + c2) 
= cos 
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‘In fact, 7 is the inverse of 72. 
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Cauchy-Schwartz inequality implies that the integral is convergent for all square-integrable func- 
tions. Moreover, being the sum of the cosine and sine transforms of functions in Lz(O, co), FR(~) 
is in Lz(O, co). 
In fact, the integral converges for a larger class of functions. The division by (E2 + c2) permits 
us to include in the domain of the transformable functions which are O(t) as [ + 00. However, 
there is a cost associated with the wider domain for S. In view of the relations (see [4 p. 8(11) 
and p. 65(15)]), 
s 03cos<xdt r 0 52 +c2 = g-Cz, Re(c) > 0, 
J “<sinexd< n _-cz c2+c2 =p ' Re(c) > 0, 0 
the constants are mapped into the null function vitiating the uniqueness in inversion. Moreover, 
if h(x) is in the range of S, then 
J O" h(x)dx o ---=. 0 22+c2 
It is our conjecture that the null space of S consists of constants only. 
Our objective in this paper is to describe the relationship between these ‘hybrid’ Fourier trans- 
forms and to arrange the results in an operational form suitable for applications to dual integral 
equations. It turns out that the S- and I-transforms are related by means of the Hilbert trans- 
form. This relationship may be expressed also in terms of the classical Fourier sine and cosine 
transforms defined by the equations 
and 
F,(x) =3,f = 9 SJ O" f(C) sin x< dJ 0 
F,(x) = 3J = Ss 5 O" f(OcosExdJ. 0 
Throughout this paper, we shall assume that the relevant functions are in Lz(O, co) and shall 
interchange the order of limiting processes omitting routine justification. Our approach is thus 
informal. In the discovery phase, calculation is carried out optimistically without rigorous atten- 
tion to the legitimacy of the interchange of order of limiting processes. Once we obtain a result, 
we verify it directly. 
2. INVERSE TRANSFORMS OF THE HYBRID TRANSFORMS 
In finding the inverse transforms of the ‘hybrid’ transform, two elementary integrals have a key 
role. They are 
J: ccosx~ - <sinxJ e -ct cost< dt = evcx I 12 + c2 ' c > 0, 
J -ct sin<t dt = emcx csinxJ + EcosxE e (2 + c2 ’ c > 0. I 
If we multiply equation (1) by ebC”, we may rewrite it in the form 
e-CxFs(x) = 6 lrn ewct (lmf(<)cos@d6_) dt. 
Differentiation now leads us to the relation 
2 O” JJ - r 0 f(e) cos<x dJ = -ecz& (epCzFs(x)) . 
(10) 
(11) 
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Inverting the Fourier cosine transform, we get 
f(E) = -fi 1” ecx~ (e-""Fs(x)) cosx(dx 
Finally, carrying out the integration, we obtain the relation 
We conclude that 
f = S-IFS, 
where the inverse operator is defined by the preceding relation (13). 
In a similar manner, we may treat equation (2), which is equivalent to the equation 
e-‘“FT(x) = g Ii epct (pi(<) sin<tdc) dt. 
Differentiation yields the relation 
f(l) sin <xd< = -ecz-& (e-““FT(x)) 
Now, inverting the Fourier sine transform, we get 
f(c) = -g Irn ecz% (e-‘%FT(x)) sinJxdx, 
0 
which on integration reduces to the form 
f(e) = fi lm FT(<) (csincx + EcosEx) dx 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
Thus, 
f= RFT, (19) 
where R is the Fourier transform introduced by Sneddon. (An integral transform similar to (3) is 
implicit in a problem pertaining to radiation at the face of an infinite solid discussed by Churchill2 
(see [5, p. 206]).) W e h ave proved the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. 
f(F)=S-lF~=~F~(0)+~~n Fs(x)(ccosEx-<sin<x)dx, 
R--i = T, 72. =7--i. 
(20) 
2This section has been dropped in the third edition of the book. 
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3. RELATION BETWEEN 
TRANSFORM AND FOURIER 
THEOREM 1. RS = 3s3c. 
HYBRID 
TRANSFORM 
PROOF. Let g&(O,oo), Rg = f1, and S-‘g = f2. From equations (8) and (9), it follows that 
R-‘fr = ecr 
sm 
e-ct3a (fr ) & (21) 
I 
and that 
I 
m 
Sf2 = ecx e-c”3C(f2) dt. 
I 
Since 
R-VI) = W2) = 9, 
it follows that 
3&) = 3J.U 
or equivalently (inverting the Fourier transforms) 
(22) 
fi = 3$3kf2), f2 = 3c3sLfl). 
This suggests the relations 
RS = 3$3,, s-%-l = 3C3s. 
The proof is complete. 
4. THE HILBERT TRANSFORMS 
The classical Hilbert transform (see [4, p. 243(l)]) is defined by the relation 
(23) 
I 
J(y)=Hf=~S_p_$ -cQ<y<oo. (24) 
The integral in the above equation is a principal value integral. A formal inversion formula (see [4, 
p. 243(2)]) is a similar integral 
f(x) =+j= _3_tf= __L 
J 
O” Jodz, -cm<x<co. 
7r -_oo y-x 
(25) 
Expressing f and f’ as the sum of their odd and even parts, which we denote, respectively, by 
the subscripts 1 and 2, it is easy to verify the relations 
and 
~l(y)=~~m~, o<y<oq (26) x -Y 
(27) 
Following Titchmarsh (see [6, p. 118]), it can be shown that jr is the sine transform of the cosine 
transform of f2 and that f2 is the negative cosine transform of the sine transform of fr. Since 
the inverse operators of the sine and cosine transforms are once again the same sine and cosine 
transforms, the Hilbert transform furnishes a connection between the sine and cosine transforms. 
We shall show that a similar relationship exists between the S- and I-transforms. 
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While the classical Hilbert transform is defined for Lz( -m. co), for our purpose a pair of 
transforms defined for Lz(O, co) are more useful. We define the operators ?fl and ‘Hz as follows: 
and 
o<y<cx;, (28) 
J 
O” .cf(x)dx 
0 < Y < 03. 
0 33 - y2 I 
(29) 
We record here the connection between the Fourier sine and cosine operators 3,, 3, and the 
Hilbert operators 7-11, 7-12. 
El = 333C;c,, HH2 = -3C3s (30) 
From the properties of Fourier transforms it, is obvious that 
7-t;’ = -lf2, ‘H;’ = _?fl, 3s = -3CEH2> 3, = 3s?-t1. (31) 
5. RELATION BETWEEN HYBRID 
TRANSFORM AND HILBERT TRANSFORM 
THEOREM 2. X2 = -S-ll. 
PROOF. Let fl and f2 in .&(O, CQ) satisfy the equations 
If, = Sf2 = CJ. 
Then, 
(32) 
tfl(t) dtz s 
m (c cos x[ - <sin xc) 
0 (3 + [2) (‘$2 - t2) dE. 
(33) 
Using partial fractions in the inner integral, further, on evaluating the integrals (see [4, p. 
8(11),(15) and p. 65(15),(19)]), we find that 
O3 tfl(t)dt 2 J OcI (ccosx[-<sinz<) 1 ___- --~ c2+t2 7r 0 (2 _ t” 
-5 =\is m tfl(t)dt 2 J w (c os x<- < sin z<) ___- (34) r 0 c2+t2 7T 0 [2 _ t2 dc 
2 -6s O3 tfl(t)dt c r 0 c2+t2 t sink + costx) dt = -IfI. 
Thus, 
SX2fl = -7f1. i.e., 7-12 = -S-l7. (35) 
The proof is complete. I 
According to Lemma 1, Theorems 1 and 2, combining the relations of (35), (23), (31), and (20), 
an important and useful relationship between our newly defined integral transforms S, 7 and 
the Hilbert transforms 7I1, 3-12, the Fourier sine, cosine transforms is obtained: 
a2 = -S--l7 = -S--‘R-1 = -3C3s = -x;l, (36) 
til = 7-1s = 72s = 333C = -x;? (37) 
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